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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a solution {zk} of the difference equation 
@+ + I + ‘33.~~ = b, k > 0, with d singular, to be a convergent sequence of vectors are 
given under a variety of assumptions. Theoretical results on iterative schemes for 
solving Ax = b by singular splittings, A = 6? + 9, are given first. In particular, the case 
when A = A* and & is positive semi-definite is considered. Then applications to 
discrete control problems and backwards population projection are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper will be concerned with the convergence of solutions of 
@z~+~ + $832, = b, k > 0. (1) 
If { zk} is a solution of (1) and { zk} converges, we shall call { zk) a convergent 
solution. If {zk} is a convergent solution, it clearly converges to a solution of 
Ax = b, where A = @ + 3 . However, even if A is invertible, (1) will not be 
consistent for all ~0 (have a solution { x~}?=~) unless 62 is invertible, in which 
case “classical” results apply. We shall be mostly interested in the difference 
equation (1) when 6? is singular. z, is said to be a consistent initial vector for 
(1) if there is a solution {zk}~+ of (1). 
The Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix C is denoted C + . The Drazin 
inverse is denoted CD. The spectral radius of C is p(C); the range of C is 
R(C). The null space of C is denoted N(C). A matrix C is EP if N(C) = 
R(C)‘. C is called semi-convergent [7] if lim Ck exists, or equivalently, if 
p(C) < 1, Index(I - C) < 1, and max{ 1x1: X E u( C), X# l} < 1. The subscript k 
will always be over the non-negative integers. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
We shall first give our strongest theoretical result and then develop its 
consequences. It generalizes a result in [7] where & was assumed invertible. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there exists a A#0 such that N(AQ. + 3 ) = 
N(@)n N(3) and N(@)n N(3) reduces both & and 3. Let 
Then (1) has asolutionfor~omez~if and only ifdER($)+R(&)=R(&)+ 
R(%)=R((h&+Ci3)+(h&+%)), or equivalently, b E R( 62) + R( 3 ). Assume 
that b E R(a) + R(%!I ). Then (1) will have a conuqgent solution for every x, 
for wAhich_ (1) is cp.siste$ if and only _if - gD % is semi-convergent pnd 
[_I-($+$)D(&?+B)]&Db=O. If --aD%i is semi-convergent and [I-(&!+ 
‘%)“(a + ‘%)]&D&=O and {zk} is a solution of (l), then {(A@ + %))‘(A@ + 
3 )zk} is a convergent solution. In this case, 
where Q=I+aD&. 
Proof. Suppose that such a X exists. Since N( &) n N( %3 ) reduces both @ 
and 3, one may decompose Cc” as Cn=[N(@)nN(%))ILG3[N(6?)nN(‘%)] 
and rewrite (1) using unitary transformations as 
where h& + ‘%r is invertible [Z]. Note that (h@ + ?i3 ) + becomes 
(A$ + %J’ 0 
0 0 1 
via the same unitary transformation as used to get (3). Clearly if (3) hasA a 
solution, then b, = 0, so that b E R(@) + R(9) = R(8) + R(a) 
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=R((h&+%)+(Xh?++)). N ow one may apply [4, Theorem II.A.11 to (3) 
to get that (1) is consistent for any b E R(a) + R(% ) and that if {xk} is a 
solution of (l), then 
l-1 
(z-B&D)zo = x (-&~D)i~Db^+[z-(X~+tB)+(h&+~)]ho, 
i=o 
ho arbitrary, and aD &z. is arbitrary. For k > 1, 
2, = (- &D43)ka&Dzo + ii?D
+(I-&@) l&-&&)i @%+[z-(h@+?i3)+(A&+%)]h,, (4) 
[i=O ] 
Zzk Fbitrary. Here I= Ind($). Note that $, 6, kD, $I” all commute, since 
@, 9 commute [6] and &D,A!%D are polynomials in @ and 9, respectively. 
Assume that bER(d?)+R(%3)), and that for every z, for which (1) is con- 
sistent there exists a convergent solution of (l), or equivalently, (2). If kD =O, 
we are done. Suppose 8JD # 0. Then by considering all possible differences 
of convergent solutions, we get from (4) that ( - aD @I )k &&JD converges as 
k+co. But (-&D’$)k$&D converge: if and only if - gD ‘8 is semi-conver- 
gent [7]. Suppose then that - aD aw_ is semi-convergent. Then for (4) to 
converge, for gD 8.q = 0, ZTso( - aD % )i kD& must converge. But this series 
will converge, since - gD 4 is semi-convergent, if and only if [I - (I + 
&D&)D(Z+&D&)]&D&=O. But 
= (ii+ B)D(&D)D&D(b + ii)&D 
= (&?+33)D(B+B)&D. 
Suppose that - gD & is semi-convergent and [I - (I + gD’%))“(Z + 
&D~)]&Dd=O. To see (2), let Q=(Z+@a) andz,=(Z-QDQ)zo+QD@. 
But (-gD~)(Z- Q,“Q)zc =(I- QDQ)zc, and (-&D~~QDQzo-+O as 
n-co, since - aDCi3 is semi-convergent. Since - aD8J restricted to 
R((Z+&D~)D(Z+&D~)&D)=$hasspectralradiuslessth~one,andMis 
an invariant subspace fo5 - kD 91, we get that 2 pzo( - gD 5?)i restricted to 
M is the same as (I+ kD 3)” restricted to M, and (2) follows. n 
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COROLLARY 1. If A in Theorem 1 can be taken as om (that is, 
N(&+?B)=N(&)nN(G33), and N(@)nN(%) reduces both & and ?i3), then 
there is a convergent solution_to (1) for every pair b, z, for which (1) is 
consistent if and only if - &* 91 is semi-convergent. 
In many cases the assumption on A in Theorem 1 is satisfied because of 
the special structure of A or the splitting A = @ + $?I . 
PROPOSITION 1. If A is invertible, then h may be taken as 1 and 
Corollary 1 applies. Also (A@ + %)‘(M? + a)= I, so that the hk term is 
absent in (4). 
From [2, Proposition 41, we have 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf one of &, ??I is EP and the other is positive semi-def- 
inite, then there exists a h such that N(XQ. + $8 ) = iV(@) n N(% ), and 
N(@)n N(9) reduces both & and 53, 
3. APPLICATION TO ITERATIVE PRGCESSES 
As a first application of the results of Sec. 2, we shall consider two 
iterative processes. The results of this section will be of theoretical rather 
than practical interest. Write 
Then two important special cases of (1) are the 2-block Jacobi iterative 
process, 
[ gA” :12][ :] =[ bb:], 
and the e-block Gauss-Seidel iterative process, 
k > 0, (5) 
k > 0. (6) 
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If A is invertible, but A,, is not, then for both (5) and (6) the existence of 
a convergent solution is covered by Theorem 1 and Proposition 1. If A,, is 
positive definite, A,, is positive semi-definite, and A = A *, then the existence 
of convergent solutions of (5) is covered by Theorem 1 and Proposition 2. 
However, if A,, is positive definite, A,, = 0, and A = A* in (5), then Theorem 
1 takes a somewhat simpler form: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that A =A*, A,, is positive definite, and A,=0 
in (5). Then (5) has a convergent solution 
if and only if Ax= b is consistent. Let 
($=A+ “A 
[ 1 21 
;‘“, 
Then there exists a convergent solution {&}, { yk} for (5) fm every bsR(A) 
and consistent x0, yo, if and only if p(@ 3) < if p(gD ‘33) < 1 
and { xk}, { yk} is a soh&ion of (5), then A +A converges to the particu- 
t!ur solution A+b. Finally, if {xk}, { yk} is a solution of (5), then A+A 
[ 1 2 is 
also a solution of (5). 
Proof. Assume A 1 1 is positive definite, A = A*, and A, = 0 in (5). Hence 
0 A,2 
[ 1 AZ, 0 
is hermitian. To apply Theorem 1 it suffices to show that 
(7) 
Clearly N(A) contains the right-hand side of (7). So suppose A+=O. By 
taking a unitary equivalence we have 
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where Cl, is one to one. Thus A,,$, -!- C,,& = 0, C$+, =O. Hence 
C,*,Afi’C,,$, =O. But C:,A,‘C,, = (A~1/2C12)*A~1&& and A-‘/2C,z is 
one to one. Thus +s = 0, so that +r = 0, and + is also in the right-hikd side of 
(7). 
Now &+??I =A+A and R(&o&?)CR(A+A). Thus if (Z+@‘&)+=O, we 
have (I+ 6? a)&’ $+ = 0, (I- aD &)c#J = 0. Multiplying the first by & Qves 
(~+~)~D~~=A+A~D~9=~D~~=0 and hence +=O. Thus -gD% is 
not only semi-convergent, but in fact p( - kD 6) < 1. n 
Information on the spectral radius is often difficult to obtain. In [8, Sec. 
31, (5) is studied under the added assumption that A and & are invertible. 
Some of the results of that section have similar counterparts in the setting of 
Sec. 2. 
For example, we have the following version of Theorem 3.1 in [8]. We 
shall call a set of vectors E a reduced eigenset for a matrix C if E consists of 
at least one eigenvector corresponding to each non-zero eigenvalue of C. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A,&, 8?1 be as in Theorem 2. Zf A is positive 
semi-definite on a reduced eigenset E of kD 6, then p(aD 4) < 1 if and only 
if 2@ -A is positive &finite on the same reduced eigenset E of aD 4. 
Proof. &Da =(A+&)D(Z-A+&)A+A. Since (A+@)A+A=A+&, we 
have p(&D6)=p((A+Q)D(Z-A+&)). Now X#O is an eigenvalue of A+&? 
only if (l-A)/X is an eigenvalue of (A + @)D(Z - A + &). Also,, every eigen- 
value of (A + @)D(Z - A + a), except for - 1 and possibly 0, is of the form 
(1 - A)/A for some A. Thus to prove Proposition 3, it suffices to show that 
-1 is not an eigenvalue of (A+&)D(Z-A+&) and ](l-A)/A]<l for all 
nonzero eigenvalues of A + &. 
Suppose first then that (A + @)D(Z - A + &)+ = - 9. Then + E 
R((A+c~?)~), so that multiplying by A+& gives (Z-A+&)+= -A+@+ or 
+= 0. Hence - 1 is not an eigenvalue of (A + 6?)D(Z- A + a). Suppose now 
that A+@$=& GEE, h#O. Then &$=U$, since R(@)cR(A). Note 
that A$#O. h is real and h>O, since (@+,+)=h(A+,+). Thus ((l-A)/XJ<l 
if and only if i < h < co. But i < A for all non-zero eigenvalues of A + 6? if 
and only if ((2Q -A)+,+) >O. n 
4. APPLICATIONS TO DISCRETE CONTROL PROBLEMS 
This section will give a few examples to illustrate how the results of Sec. 
2 can be used to get information about a variety of discrete control 
problems. 
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Consider the discrete process 
@xk+l ti33;r, = cu,, k > 0, (8) 
where x, is the state vector, C is n x m, and U, is an m x 1 control vector. 
From [4] or [5], the general solution of (8), when A& + ?i3 is invertible for 
some A, is 
where &=(A&+%)-‘@, 
(@)a 
&I =(A@ + %)-%I, (?=(A@ + a)-‘C, Z=Index 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that there exists a A such that A& +‘?i3 is in- 
vertible. Then all solutions {xk) of (8) are bounded fm each bcpruled 
control sequence { uk} an4l every consistent x0 if and only if p( - gD 66) < 1, 
[Z-(a+&D~)D(cu+&D&)]&D~=O, and Index(a+kD‘!%)=l for every 
,~a(--~&) such that ]cr]=l. 
i=O 
+ (I- iGD) g( - a@qi~D&k+i, 
i=O 
(9) 
Proof Clearly (9) shows o( - kD 6) < 1 is necessary. Suppose a E 
o( -gD’%) and ]a]=l. _For (9) to be bounded for u,=O, k>O, and a.U u,,, 
requires Index(a + gD 93) = 1. For (9) to be bounded for { uk} constant, we 
mus_t have I- gD @I )k [ I - (a + aD 6% )“( a + gD 6% )] &DCu,+O, But Z - (a + 
gD %)D(cu + aD 33) is the spectral projection onto the generalized eigenspace 
for *he eigenvalue a of - kD @I [5], and ]a]=l, so that [Z-(a+6?D&)D(a+ 
&D 3 )] gD& = 0 as desired. To prove the “if” part of Theorem 3 it suffices to 
show that 
k-l 
&D x (-&+$)k-i-l&j 
i=O 
(10) 
is bounded for bounded ui independent of k if p( - gD ‘2%) < 1 and [Z - (a + 
&D&)D(a+&?D~)]&DC=O, Index(cr+&D’%)=l, lfor o~o(--&~&) such 
that I 1~1 = 1. But as in the proof of Theorem 1, 6!D&i is contained in an 
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invariant subspace for - &’ 6% on which - aD 4 has spectral radius less 
than one. Thus (IO) actually converges. n 
COROLLARY~. Suppose that in (a), A&? + 3 is invertible. Then: 
(i) Zf { x~} has a limit, then { 6~~) has a limit. 
(ii) { xk} will Iye a limit for evey { uk} such that { Cuk} F;ts a limit if 
and only if -aDC13 i.s semi-convergent and [Z-(&+~)D(&+$i3)]&DE=0, 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that @ + %I = A is invertible and - aD $8 is 
semi-convergent. Zf x0, v are such that there exists {I_+} so that xk converges 
to v (that is, x, is steered towards v by {Q}), then the control sequence 
w, = uk 
k<Index(&)-1 
C +Av, k > Index (&), 
(11) 
will uho steer xk toux&s v. 
Proof. If x,,v are such that xk converges to v, then CU, has a limit and 
Au = lim C&. Define wk by (11). Since {w}, { uk} agree in the first Index(@) 
- 1 places, (8) will have the same set of consistent initial vectors for either 
sequence [4]. Now let { &} be gotten from (8) by using { wk} as the control 
sequence and ?a= x0. Then lim gk exists by (ii) of Corollary 2, and A Zim 4 = 
CC +Av = Av, since Av E R(C). Hence limzk = v also. n 
As another control-theory application, consider the optimal-control prob- 
lem with process 
*k+l = Ax, + %k, k=Ol 3 ,***, (12) 
and quadratic cost functional 
03) 
where x={xk}, u={uk}, H,Q are positive semi-definite matrices, and (* , 0) 
denotes the euclidean inner product. All vectors are assumed to be real. We 
assume x,, is specified. The problem is to minimize (13). Problem (12) - (13) 
for a finite number of steps is studied in [3]. We shall not give a detailed 
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analysis of (12) - (13) here, but show how the results of Sec. 2 could be 
useful. 
We assume there are { xk}, { uk} for which (12) is satisfied and (13) is 
finite. As in [3], consider the following system: 
(14) 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that there exists a solution { xk}, {&}, { uk} of (14) 
such that J[x,u] is finite. Then { xk}, { I.+} is the optimal solution to 
(12)-(13). 
Proof. Suppose that { xk}, {&k), { uk} are a solution of (14) for which 
J[x,u] is finite. Let {Sk}, {z&k) b e another solution of (14) for which J[Z, Zz] is 
finite. Let sx+(l-s)i={sx,+(l-s)&}, su+(1-S)~={SUk+(1-S)22k}. It 
suffices to show J[sx+(l-s)Z,su+(l-s)C]=+(s) has a minimum at s=l. 
Since J[ * , -1 is the sum of the squares of two semi-norms generated by two 
semi-inner-products, _I is defined for ah s. Following [l] we observe +(s) is 
quadratic in s and large for large s, since +(s) > 0. Hence C#J(S) has a minimum 
that must occur where C+‘(S) =O. But 9’(l) =0 is equivalent to 
Note that x,, = ?a. Now for k > 1, 
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Thus 
= (uo - fro, PO) - (Xl - 21, A,) 
= (~a-21&u0) - (AxO++~,-A~O-Bi&,,XO) 
= (Uo-220,Qua) - (u,-?&),B*h,) = 0, 
as desired. n 
Note that if Hxk, Quk go to zero fast enough, then J[x, U] is finite. 
THEOREM 5. Write (14) in the form (1) with b =O. Suppose that there 
exists a A such that A&! + C~?J is invertible. If there exists a A,,u, such that 
i 1 x”; E R(&%), UO 
then (14) is consistent. If - aD3J is semi-convergent, then the solution to 
(14) is convergent. Zf 
[z-(&+$)(&+Q)D] ;“, = 0, II UO 
then the solution converges to zero and the solution of (14) is optimal. 
Proof. Everything follows immediately from (14), Theorem 1, and the 
observation that if T has spectral radius less than one on an invariant 
subspace M, then 2 T”+ converges for all @EM, and, in fact, for some 
O<s<l, I]T”r#I]<e”forlargeenoughn. n 
A 
The projection SF’@ has a nice lower triangular block form, and it is 
possible to derive a simple feedback law for u,. See [3], [4], or [5, Chapter 
IX] for the details. 
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5. APPLICATION TO BACKWARDS POPULATION PROJECTION 
As another application of Sec. 2, we shall briefly describe a Leslie 
population model. A more detailed description of the model may be found in 
[41 or 151. 
A population is considered at discrete times, equally spaced. The popula- 
tion is divided into m disjoint groups, say by age. Let ni( i) be the number of 
people in group i at time i. Let tij(k)ni(k) be the number of people that 
arrive in group i from group i in the k + 1 time period. In population 
problems, the tij(k) p re resent the survival and birth rates for the various age 
classes. Now assume ti i( k) is independent of k. Let n(k) be the column vector 
with entries q(k), and let ( T)ij = tii. Then the Leslie model is 
n(k+l) = Tn(k). (15) 
The matrix T in (15) is frequently singular, so that if one wishes to project 
backwards from say n(Z), it is necessary to solve 
TiI(j+l)-fi(j) =O, (16) 
where 1’( i) = n(Z - i). Equation (16), o course, is in the form of (l), and since f 
XT- I is invertible for some X, one may apply the results of Sets. 2, 3, and 4. 
The model (15), or (16), may only deal with the internal growth of the 
population. If the internal growth is autonomous so that (15) holds, and there 
is immigration, then we get 
n(k+l) = Tn(k) + e,, (17) 
or 
Tii(j+l) - ti(i) = Gi, 
where e, is a vector giving the immigration of each of the age classes during 
the k + 1 time period. Note that (17) is in the same form as (8). 
One may now consider a large number of related problems. For example, 
given a current population n(Z) and known prior immigration rates, does 
backwards projection lead to a non-zero limiting value (approximately stable 
population) or a value of zero? 
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6. COMMENTS 
That the Drazin inverse occurs in the analysis of (1) is not surprising. 
While the splitting A = & + ??I with A singular is not of the type ordinarily 
studied, it is known that the Drazin inverse arises naturally in the study of 
iterative methods given by splittings [q. 
One could prove Theorem 1 in slightly greater generality under the 
assumption that there exists a A such that X& + 3 has index one, N(h@ + %I ) 
=N(&)niv(%), and the projection (h& + ?i!I )D(h@ + % ) commutes with 
both & and %I. The applications of Sec. 4 could also have been discussed 
under either this weaker assumption or under the assumptions of Theorem 1. 
The helpful comments of Carl D. Meyer, Jr., and the referees are 
gratefully acknowledged. 
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